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About This Game

Close your eyes, put your VR headset on, and you’ll become a shipwrecked man, on a tropical island in the middle of Pacific
Ocean.

First of all, you have to survive.
That’s because your hunger and thirst will make you suffer, like in real life.

So you have to understand how to satisfy your primal needs, interacting with animals or plants that you will find on the island.
Of course you will need to craft some tools, using rocks, wood, plants, and start a fire to cook or to have light during the night.
But, if surviving is your first objective, the second one is to escape the island. To achieve to runaway, you’ll have to build a raft

and face the Ocean’s waves.
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Can you handle it?
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Title: Lost in the Ocean VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Tunnel Vision Studio
Publisher:
Tunnel Vision Studio
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 , equivalent or better.

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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lost in the ocean vr ps4. lost in the ocean vr. lost in the ocean vr walkthrough. lost in the ocean vr download

OMG This is so GOOD! The girls, the graphics, story, gameplay, (double) plot twist in the end! True catharsis of video games!
This is what I live for!. Timeless classic. 10\/10. Completed 01\/11\/2018.. Paint from windows 98 did better job. You will
without a doubt get about and hour or two worth of gameplay from this game and that's about it. Dev deemed the game done so
you get what you get. Annoying mechanics later in the game makes for a stressful curve instead of a rewarding one (introduction
of mushrooms around level 20 honestly made me lose interest in continue playing, you'll see why) lack of music, and all around
feels like a phone app for VR. Do you have a bunch of friends over right now and are reading reviews for party games to play?
this is probably the game for you. But alone with another person, probably spend the 17 dollars somewhere else.. Do not get it
when you have a Mac. The game runs, but there are technical problems. These problems are things like oversized mouse cursors
that cover up text and important dialogs. This makes the game not very enjoyable to play on a Mac. Unfortunately their
technical support seems to be unresponsive.

On Windows it runs fine. So get it when you plan to use Windows, but not for Mac.. Every level just keeps getting better and
better.

Marrakesh is no doubt the most challenging mission I've ever played in this game and it is also a mind-blowing experience. IO
Interactive completely nailed it with this one.

At first glance, I told myself as long as I follow the guidance from the opportunities, I will get to my targets easily but to my
suprise, it is much more challenging than that. This level requires a lot of observations and precise timing, AIs are ridiculously
everywhere you go and they will always catch you offguard when you're lurking an area \/ subduing an enemy \/ killing an
enemy.

In addition, the world itself, its amazing. Couldn't believe the amount of AIs generated all over the place. Plus, I never thought
an AI would actually welcome me while I was observing the area while standing near a shop. its fantastic. I have spent only an
hour into this well-made level and I've felt I've experienced only 3% of what its made of (No joke). Worth every penny.

To sum up, the level feels incredibly alive and its hell of a challenging mission. Well done, IO Interactive, well done.

"Amazing" - 10\/10
- Brandon. Just another abandoned game like the several others.
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Starting to think this is a social experiment on how many times can you disappoint a community with delays that only deliver
bug ridden patches before they stop caring.

It would seem a year and still counting. Can't recommend the game but as an experiment on frustration A+. I've always been a
fan of RPG games and I chose to download this one because it reminded me of the classic ones

There is a plenty of characters to chose from and combined with variety of skills is what keeps it interesting

Considering the cost and the amount of time I dedicated and the entertainment I got out of the game I would say that I was
satisfied enough to say it was a good game.. Wirtual Warfighter is definately one of the best Vive games out there right now if
you like FPS shooters with a CounterStrike-style gameplay. Here is a gameplay video I made today, just to show you how it
works in multiplayer. Sorry the low game-volume, it was only about 30% while recording:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Va6jcRuRnXU

Sure, its still an Early Access title but its getting updated frequently and the Swedish developers are working on many new game
modes, more levels, weapons etc. Already now its fully playable in multiplayer with perfect Voice-Over IP chat without any lag
whatsoever. The physics in this game is great, graphics is very nice, weapon handling is very realistic and the game itself is
extremely immersive. The game runs perfectly in 90fps, and has built in Anti Aliasing as well as supersampling up to 2.0. The
locomotion system is good and there are a two modes to choose from, and I cant feel any motion sickness at all. I will continue
this review as soon as more stuff is added into the game, and Im really looking forward to play the new upcoming maps and
game modes!. There are no humans in this game. Only random gunshots. You barely know who's chasing you or where they are;
all you know is you die way too quick. Puzzles without clues, clues with no relation to the puzzles, no margin for error.
Reloading from autosaves are annoying and time-consuming. Prepare to see the same cutscene again and again and again. Crates
break way too easily - whoops, did you need that to get out of this room? Well screw you, now you're stuck in this warehouse.
Forever, most likely.

I don't even care if it's free to play. It's awful, and I can barely make out the 'good' in the story through the vile language (I
mean, I like my cussing, don't get me wrong, but this guy's a bit much) and the goofy, watery premise and the 'SUDDENLY
SUPERNATURAL' elements of the game. If you're going to tell a story, tell a story. If you're going to mess with my head, do
that within the confines of the story. No mob boss (I guess? That's who your enemy sounds like.) can magically conjure keys
and talk via radio, then is totally unable to find you when you're weakened, half passing out, and crawling on the ground. It's
either realistic or it's not, guys. Come on.. wow where to start, this game has something for everyone. you like dark souls get this
game, you like gta get this game, you like skyrim get this game, you like sonic the warehog get this game, you like 12 year old
hentai tentacle\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665get this game. the combat is on the levels of cod 4 mw, the graphics of
crysis, the story of half life, with a lore deeper than the elder scrolls. i cannot recomend this enough, after playing this game you
can truely say that you have \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed a 10 year olds mum. Cant wait for the DLC to come out, which will
surely add tonnes of new content. rumor has it that the sequal will be at e3. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DEATH STRANDING
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 UNDERTALE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 JUST CAUSE GET THIS GAME. STAIRS is a first-
person atmospheric psychological horror game, that takes players through the stories of three missing people as seen through the
eyes of journalist Christopher Adams. That's what it says on the storefront at least. I would call it more of a suspense walking
simulator. It reminded me of Amnesia: A Machine for Pigs and Doorways, still being a bit different than the former and better
than the latter.

As was said, this is a first person suspense walking simulator. There is only one instance when you have to actively avoid things
more or less hunting you, several more points where you can die due to environmental hazards. Despite this the creepiness is
here and a few moments, especially on the first and last levels, can raise that lingering dread feeling. Overall the game should
take between 3 and 4 hours to finish.

I liked:
* the creepy atmosphere
* the graphics

I disliked:
* the mines (every mines in them horror games are the same and boring)
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* the bugs (the game crashed on me and/or malfunctioned a few times)
* fragmented story

Get this if:
* if you like creepy walking simulators

Don't get this if:
* you expect a scary game
* you want to kill/outmaneuver scary monsters. The game sucks! i got to the third level and got stuck!. Katie went to a town to
hide and to grieve, and everyone else in the town is doing the same. Some are hopeless and some have hope, but all of them are
lying to themselves.

Something that differentiates this game from other walking simulators is the ability to interact with all the townspeople. I tried to
talk to every one of them, and they all had an interesting thing to say. What they will say to you changes based on the weather.
When it is dark and rainy, even the most hopeful of the townspeople loses hope.

Another thing that differentiates this game from other walking simulators is the animation style. The simple pixel style reminds me
of Thimbleweed Park-- and in fact-- fans of that game might like this one. Fans of Minecraft who are also into indie games will
probably like this game as well.

There are moments where Katie's philosophical monologues seem precocious, even for a young adult. Most young adults do not talk
this way. That's why the use of "..." "heh" and other common texting\/chatting expressions were useful; they toned down the "I have
wisdom beyong my years" vibe.

Overall, I was impressed by this game. I did not think it would be as good as it was from the preview and description. From the
introductory "FOLLOW HER" to the silence of the spectator (you), the mood of this game is an A+. I hope the creator has more
games to come. If I had a lot of money, I would fund them.
. See my impressions at https://youtu.be/qF1yiEUrDtM. Fantastic platformer. Every time you progress deeper into the depths of the
cave there will be new elements and puzzles you'll need to solve to progress further. Only qualm I have is that I wish there were
more levels! Definitely earned a fan for life. 10\/10
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